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Software-Verification:
From Research to Industrial Practice – and Back.

To enable the machine-supported verification of critical software properties has been a goal of academic research for decades. Many research results, as well as advances of technology, contribute to the state of the art that today allows realistic software artifacts to be formally verified. Transfer to the practice of industrial software production seems to be in close reach. At the same time the enormous complexity of the algorithms and implementations that make up an industrial software component today push classical quality assurance technology like testing to its limits. So has the time of industrial software verification eventually arrived?

This talk reports on the development and use of the verification tool VCC for concurrent C. VCC supports function- and thread-modular verification of industrial product code, which is instrumental for scaling to real products. After introducing the essential features of VCC, the talk discusses experience with applying VCC to code of industrial complexity and scale. It concludes with a discussion of technological and organizational challenges that still prevent formal verification from becoming a standard technology in software production.
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